LogTunnel decision making
Use this guide if you need help deciding which SiteManager setup you need for data logging.
This guide also covers some of the terms used in LogTunnel technic.
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Change log
Version
0.9

Change log
Initial version

Introduction
This guide will prepare you for selecting the right SiteManager data logging system in relation to:

▪ LogTunnel or Static Relays
▪ SiteManager Hardware or SiteManager Embedded
▪ SiteManager or GateManager
▪ Cloud or not Cloud
▪
This guide also covers a few items that is necessary to understand to be able to get all the
way to the perfect setup:

▪ PUSH or Pull mode
▪ Initiating a connection
▪ Logging vs. streaming
▪ LogTunnel vs Static Relay
▪ SiteManager vs SiteManager Embedded
▪ Concurrent connections vs number of ports vs number of agents
▪

1.

Deciding for the right solution

1.1. First decision
As very first you should know what setup type, from below list, your setup is referring to:

▪ One to Many (usually a harvesting server collect data from many remote sites)
▪ Many to One (usually remote devices dump alerts to a central database)
▪ Many to Many (usually when remote devices need to communicate with all the other
remote devices)
It all depends on who connect to the other side. Is it "One" Harvesting server that connect
to "Many" remote devices.
Is it "Many" remote devices that connect to "One" central server/device.
Alternative could be all devices talk to all the other devices - "Many to Many".

1.2. Second decision
Next is to select the product. Is it SiteManager hardware, software or can you use the
GateManager backbone. The following list should bring you closer to select the right product for your setup.
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A
B

Many to One
One to Many

C

Only a cloud solution because a hardware is not possible to install

Can your "harvesting server" use one IP
address for all remote devices and difD ferentiate on the port number?
Does your setup require that each remote device is seen as each a different
C IP address?
If you have the need for "Many to
Many" you are limited to as many remote devices as the number of Agents
on the SiteManager. A SM1129 have 5
agents and can configure up to 5 remote devices in the setup. SM3529 have
100 Agents and can handle 100 remote
E sites.
If streaming is required and the number
F of remote sites are high like >100.
G
H
I
J

2.

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9
X X
X
X
X X X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Nice to Know
Some information is not necessary related to specific setups but should be taken in mind
when constructing the setup.

2.1. TCP source IP and port
The SiteManager will try to use the same source port as the remote device initially used. If
that is not possible it will use a random source port.

2.2. Exceeding the 20 sessions
If example the harvesting server try to setup a connection number 21 knowing that there is
already 20 established connections running it will succeed. The SiteManager will buffer up
to 5 connections in case one of the 20 established connections will release very soon.
For some harvesting systems this could make trouble and you should consider adding an
additional LogTunnel Agent or setting the idle time lower.
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3.

Scenario Tree

3.1. LogTunnel Pull - Scenario#1

Scenario#1
LogTunnel
Master Pull Agent

One to Many

Remote Site #1

Remote #1

PLC#1

Scada/harvesting PC
192.168.11.101
Pulling data from
192.168.11.102
remote site
192.168.11.103
192.168.11.104
192.168.11.105
192.168.11.106

One device connect to Many remote devices
One IP address for each Remote Site
Only SM HW support Pull mode.

Remote Site #2

PLC#2
Remote #2

Multiple ports for each remote site
1) SM HW = 1-65535
LogTunnel Master handle 254 IP addresses pr. Agent.
Concurrent sesssions: 20 pr. LogTunnel Master Agent.

Scenario#1
A LogTunnel Master Agent is configured on the central SiteManager (hardware) and a LogTunnel
Client on each of the remote SiteManagers (hardware or software).
A central server, in this case a Scada/harvesting PC, is reading data from multiple remote devices,
here called PLC#1. Each PLC is represented by the IP addresses 192.168.11.101-106. The PLC can
have any IP address, it can also be the same IP on all the PLC’s in the setup.
The server can also write data to the PLCs, it just has to be the server initiating the connection.
Concurrent connections; The Scada/harvesting PC can connect to 20 of the remote PLC’s at the
same time. This is in most cases enough. If more concurrent connections are needed, we can configure yet another LogTunnel Master agent and attach half of the remote SiteManagers to that agent.
Number of remote sites; one LogTunnel Master can have 254 LogTunnel Clients remote devices.
Each SiteManager can have multiple LogTunnel Masters depending on the number of agents for that
mode.
Port numbers; there are no limitations on the number of TCP or UDP ports for this setup.
SiteManager Embedded; LogTunnel Master in Pull mode is not supported for SME, this is likely to
be added in later firmware releases.
Cloud; Currently there is no cloud solution for LogTunnel Master Pull yet.
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3.2. LogTunnel PUSH – Scenario#2
Scenario#2
LogTunnel
Master (PUSH) Agent

Many to One

Remote Site #1

PLC#1

Remote #1

192.168.55.101(*)

Database server
Receiving data from
remote sites

 Server IP

Remote Site #2

Many devices connecting to One central device
SM HW and SME support PUSH mode.
Multiple ports for each remote site
1) SM HW = 1-65535
2) SME = max of 16 ports (like: 5001-14, 6015, 6016)
LogTunnel Master handle 254 remote LogTunnel
Clients pr. Agent.

PLC#2
Remote #2
192.168.88.101(*)

(*) The address 192.168.88.101 don’t have to be DEV1
IP (default) but any IP can be used.
On all remote sites the IP can be the same or different,
no restrictions on the choice.

Scenario#2
A LogTunnel Master(PUSH) Agent is configured on the central SiteManager (hardware og software)
and a LogTunnel Client on each of the remote SiteManagers (hardware or software).
Multiple remote PLC’s are transmitting alerts/transferring data to the central database server. As default the PLC will see the central server as having the DEV1 IP address, this can be changed to any
IP address.
The central Database Server will see all the remote PLCs as coming from one and the same IP
address namely the DEV1 address.
Concurrent connections; Max of 20 remote PLC’s can transmit to the central Database server at the
same time.
The remote PLC’s share the same Master Agent on the central SiteManager meaning that they all
share the 20 connection-limit of the Master Agent. If more concurrent connections are needed, we
can configure yet another LogTunnel Master Agent and attach half of the remote SiteManagers to
that agent.
Number of remote sites; one LogTunnel Master (PUSH) can have 500+ LogTunnel Clients attached. Each SiteManager can have multiple LogTunnel Masters depending on the number of agents
for that model.
Port numbers; there are no limitations on the number of TCP or UDP ports for this setup.
SiteManager Embedded; LogTunnel Master in PUSH mode is supported for SME but limit the setup
to handle 16 different TCP ports where the hardware SiteManager has no limit.
Cloud; If the number of ports needed are 16 or less this could also be a Cloud solution.
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3.3. Static Server Relay – Scenario#3
Scenario#3
Static Relay’s
Server Relay

Many to One

Remote Site #1

CLOUD
GateManager

Remote #1

PLC#1
192.168.55.101(*)

Database server
Receiving data from
remote sites

 Server IP

Remote Site #2

Many devices connecting to One central device
using Static Relays:
One IP address for each Remote Site
One TCP/UDP port for each Static Relay
All Server Relays can use the one and only Device
Relay

PLC#2
Remote #2

192.168.88.101(*)

(*) The address 192.168.88.101 don’t have to be DEV1
IP (default) but any IP can be used.
On all remote sites the IP can be the same or different,
no restrictions on the choice.

Scenario#3
A data logging setup like Scenario#2 but based on Static Relays.
Multiple remote PLC’s connects to a central Database Server using the same Device Relay on the
central SiteManager and one Server Relay on each of the Remote SiteManager’s.
The remote PLC will as default see the central server as having the DEV1 IP address, this can be
changed to any IP address.
The central Database Server will see all the remote PLCs as coming from one and the same IP
address namely the DEV1 address.
Concurrent connections; Max of 20 remote PLC’s can transmit to the central Database server at the
same time.
The remote PLC’s share the same Device Relay on the central SiteManager, meaning that they all
share the 20 connection-limit of the Device Relay. If more concurrent connections are needed, we
can configure yet another Device Relay and attach half of the remote SiteManagers to that relay.
Number of remote sites; one Static Device Relay can have 1000+ Server Relay attached. Each
SiteManager can have multiple Static Device Relays depending on the SiteManager model.
Port numbers; One port one relay - the Static Server Relay is set to one TCP port. This means if the
setup communicates on several ports we need one relay pr. port.
SiteManager Embedded; A SiteManager hardware will automatically create an IP Alias if it is different from the DEV1 IP. This is a manual process on a SiteManager Embedded.
Cloud; This could also be a solution in a cloud-based environment.
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3.4. Static Device Relay (Same IP Address) – Scenario#4
Scenario#4
Static Relay’s
Device Relay

One to Many

Remote Site #1

CLOUD
GateManager

Remote #1

PLC#1

Scada/harvesting PC
10.1.1.100:5001
Pulling data from
10.1.1.100:5002
remote site
10.1.1.100:5003
10.1.1.100:5004
10.1.1.100:5005
10.1.1.100:5006

One central devices connecting to Many remote
devices using Static Relays

Remote Site #2
PLC#2
Remote #2

Central device can use the same IP for all remote
devices, but differentiate on the TCP port.

No restriction on the remote device IP or Port.

Scenario#4
A data logging setup like Scenario#1 but based on Static Relays.
One Static Server Relay is configured on the central SiteManager for each one Device Relay on the
remote SiteManager. For each remote device in the setup it is required to have one Server Relay in
the central SiteManager.
A central server, in this case a Scada/harvesting PC, is reading data from multiple remote devices,
here called PLC#1 and PLC#2. Each PLC is represented by a unique TCP port number, but they are
all using the same IP address, in this case 10.1.1.100.
The server can also write data to the PLCs, it just has to be the server initiating the connection.
On the remote site the PLC#1 or PLC#2 can have a different IP address or port number, it is not
restricted to the IP 101.1.100 or the port range 5001-5006.
Concurrent connections; The Scada/harvesting PC can connect to all of the remote PLC’s at the
same time.
Number of remote sites; The number of remote sites is limited to the number of Relays on the
central SiteManager. The range are from 5 relays to 100 relays.
Port numbers; Any port can be used for the Server Relay on the central SiteManager and it don’t
have to be in sequence.
SiteManager Embedded; The Extended license will enable 100 relays on both Windows and Linux
version.
Cloud; Because SiteManager Embedded is an option in this setup it will also be scenario for a cloudbased setup.
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3.5. Static Device Relay (Same TCP port) – Scenario#5
Scenario#5
Static Relay’s
Device Relay

One to Many

Remote Site #1

GateManager

Remote #1

PLC#1

Scada/harvesting PC
10.1.1.101:5000
Pulling data from
10.1.1.102:5000
remote site
10.1.1.103:5000
10.1.1.104:5000
10.1.1.105:5000
10.1.1.106:5000

One central devices connecting to Many remote
devices using Static Relays

Remote Site #2
PLC#2
Remote #2

Central device can use different IP for the remote
devices, and use the same TCP port.

No restriction on the remote device IP or Port.

Scenario#5
A data logging setup like Scenario#4 but based on different IP addresses and using the same port
number.
One Static Server Relay is configured on the central SiteManager for each one Device Relay on the
remote SiteManager. For each remote device in the setup it is required to have one Server Relay in
the central SiteManager.
A central server, in this case a Scada/harvesting PC, is reading data from multiple remote devices,
here called PLC#1 and PLC#2. Each PLC is represented by a unique IP address, but they are all
using the same TCP port, in this case port 5000.
On the remote site the PLC#1 or PLC#2 can have a different IP address or port number, it is not
restricted to the IP 101.1.101-106 or the port 5000.
Concurrent connections; The Scada/harvesting PC can connect to all of the remote PLC’s at the
same time.
Number of remote sites; The number of remote sites is limited to the number of Relays on the
central SiteManager. The range are from 5 relays to 100 relays.
Port numbers; Any port can be used for the Server Relay on the central SiteManager and it don’t
have to be in sequence.
SiteManager Embedded; The Extended license will enable 100 relays on both Windows and Linux
version.
Cloud; Because SiteManager Embedded is an option in this setup it will also be scenario for a cloudbased setup.
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3.6. GateManager backbone with Static Device Relay – Scenario#6
Scenario#6
Static Relay’s
Device Relay

One to Many
CLOUD

Remote Site #1

Remote #1

PLC#1

GateManager
Scada/harvesting PC
10.1.1.101:5000
Pulling data from
10.1.1.102:5000
remote site
10.1.1.103:5000
10.1.1.104:5001
10.1.1.104:5002
10.1.1.104:5003

With Access to GateManager backbone
One central device connect to Many remote devices

Remote Site #2
PLC#2
Remote #2

Access to unlimited Device Relays (5.000+)
Unlimited(5.000+) concurrent connections
Central device can use different IP for the remote
devices, and/or use different TCP port.

Scenario#6
Access to the GateManager backbone means access to the GateManager local network and direct
access to all the Static Device Relays on the remote SiteManagers.
A central server, in this case a Scada/harvesting PC, is reading data from multiple remote devices,
here called PLC#1 and PLC#2. Each PLC is represented by a unique IP address, unique port or a
combination. The Scada/harvesting PC can connect to all of the remote PLCs at the same time and
is not limited by a LogTunnel Master.
On the remote site the PLC#1 or PLC#2 can have a different IP address or port number, it is not
related to the settings on the GateManager backbone.
Concurrent connections; The Scada/harvesting PC can connect to all of the remote PLC’s at the
same time.
Number of remote sites; The number of remote sites is only limited to the number of remote SiteManager in the setup meaning 10.000+.
Port numbers; Any port can be used for the Device Relay and it don’t have to be in sequence. Only
one TCP/UDP port pr. Device Relay.
SiteManager Embedded; The remote SiteManager can be SiteManager hardware or SiteManager
Embedded. No need for a SiteManager Embedded on the GateManager backbone site.
Cloud; Because this setup will use different IP addresses for the Device Relays on the GateManager
it might not be all cloud providers that allow or give access to multiple IP aliases on the GateManager
interface. Only a test will clear that question. The Scada/harvesting PC must be able to access these
IP addresses.
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3.7. GateManager backbone with Static Server Relay – Scenario#7
Scenario#7
Static Relay’s
Server Relay

Many to One

Remote Site #1

CLOUD
Remote #1

PLC#1

GateManager

Database server
Receiving data from
remote sites

 Server IP

Remote Site #2

With Access to GateManager backbone
Many remote devices connect to central device

PLC#2
Remote #2

Access FROM unlimited Server Relays (5.000+)
Unlimited(5.000+) concurrent connections

No need for Static Server Relays

Scenario#7
A data logging setup like Scenario#3 but based on direct access to the GateManager backbone.
Access to the GateManager backbone means access to the GateManager local network and direct
access from all the Static Server Relays without the need for a central SiteManager with a Device
Relay.
Multiple remote PLC’s connects to a central Database Server that is direct connected to the
GateManager backbone or backbone network.
The remote PLC will as default see the central server as having the DEV1 IP address, this can be
changed to any IP address.
The central Database Server will see all the remote PLCs as coming from one and the same IP
address namely the GateManager local interface address.
The central Database Server don’t have to be centrally located. The server can be anywhere just
GateManager can route to the server. Note that the data from GateManager to the server is not
encrypted by the GateManager.
Concurrent connections; All the remote PLC’s can transmit to the central Database server at the
same time.
Number of remote sites; The number of remote sites is only limited to the number of remote SiteManager in the setup meaning 10.000+.
Port numbers; Any port can be used for the Server Relay and it don’t have to be in sequence. Only
one TCP/UDP port pr. Server Relay.
SiteManager Embedded; A SiteManager hardware will automatically create an IP Alias if it is different from the DEV1 IP. This is a manual process on a SiteManager Embedded.
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SiteManager Embedded; The remote SiteManager can be SiteManager hardware or SiteManager
Embedded. No need for a SiteManager Embedded on the GateManager backbone site.
Cloud; Because this setup will only use the GateManager local interface as outgoing interface there
will be no issue for a cloud based solution.

3.8. Many to Many - Scenario#8
Scenario#8
LogTunnel
Master Pull Agent

Many to Many

Remote Site #1

Remote #1

PLC#1

192.168.11.104
192.168.11.102
192.168.11.103

Remote Site #2

Remote Site #4

PLC#4

Remote #2

Remote #4
192.168.11.101
192.168.11.102
192.168.11.103

PLC#2

192.168.11.101
192.168.11.104
192.168.11.103

Remote Site #3

Many devices connect to Many devices
- One LogTunnel Master(Pull)
- One IP address for each Remote Site
- Multiple ports for each remote site
4 Remote sites require 2 Agents. 1 x LTMaster
and 1 x LTClients

Remote #3

PLC#3

192.168.11.101
192.168.11.102
192.168.11.104

Scenario#8
Many to many setup, where all remote sites need to communicate with each other. In the
example above the PLC#1 is seen as 192.168.11.101 from both PLC#2,3 and 4. The IP
address don’t have to be the same it is all configured on each of the LogTunnel Master
agents. All the PLC’s in the setup will now be able to pull data from each other.
Requirements; One LogTunnel Master(Pull) on each of the SiteManager’s and one LogTunnel Client to be shared with all the LogTunnel Masters in the setup.
Concurrent connections; Each of the PLC’s in the setup can connect to the max of 20 remote PLC’s
at the same time.
Number of remote sites; The LogTunnel Master can handle up to 254 remote LogTunnel clients.
Port numbers; On a SiteManager hardware there is no port number limit. A SiteManager Embedded
will limit the number to 16 different ports.
SiteManager Embedded; Currently (Release 8.3) there is no LogTunnel Master in Pull mode support
for SiteManager Embedded. This is likely to be included in later releases.
Cloud; The solution is based on a SiteManager hardware and there for not suitable for a Cloud base
environment.
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4.

Appendix X – Introduction to the terms and components

4.1. PUSH or Pull mode
The reason for LogTunnel Master called PUSH mode is that in most cases this agent is
selected when remote site pushes data to the central database. And the LogTunnel Master
called Pull mode is in general used when the central server sometimes called the harvesting server pulling data from each of the remote sites.
Pushing and pulling data is when we talk about general use cases; the real world is much
simpler. PUSH mode is when many remote devices connect to one central device let’s call
it "Many to One". Pull mode is when one central device connects to many remote devices
let’s call it "One to Many".

4.2. Initiating a connection/session
How do we identify if it is "Many to One" or "One to Many". The trigger is who start a connection. "One to Many" is when one device connects to each of the remote devices and
reading data from the remote device example reading an alarm OR it could just as will
writing data to the remote device example writing a configuration.

4.3. Logging vs. streaming
- LogTunnel and Static Relay is one and the same system just made in a slightly different
way, especially on the setting up part. Common for both is that it is made for logging, meaning device transfer data to another device and disconnect. Usually a setup can have several
hundred devices but only a few is connected and the same time.
- Streaming is likely to have a connection between device that never stops or at least stay
on/connected for several minutes or more.
- LogTunnel and Static Relays are made for logging and not for streaming. One LogTunnel
Master agent is limited to 20 concurrent connections. So, if the need is streaming and the
number of concurrent screaming clients are below 20 it is ok. Alternative is to configure an
extra LogTunnel Agent, meaning adding another 20 sessions to 20 other clients.

4.4. LogTunnel vs Static Relay
- One Static Relay (server or device) handle one IP and one port (TCP/UDP). LogTunnel
on the other hand can handle multiple ports pr. LogTunnel Agent.
- One LogTunnel Master can handle 254 IP addresses and multiple ports (TCP/UDP:165535 ports for SM HW)

4.5. SiteManager vs SiteManager Embedded
- SiteManager hardware don't have a limit of ports in the LogTunnel. On SiteManager Embedded there is a limit of 16 ports configured. Example if your setup is using 16 different
ports like 5001-5016. Limited due to respect to the host system. If more ports are needed
you must create additional LogTunnel Master.
- Combining SM and SME, it is important in setup with a need for more than 16 different
ports to note that the SM Hardware version will accept all ports but the SiteManager Embedded will automatically limit the configuration to the first 16 ports.
-

4.6. Concurrent connections vs number of ports vs number of agents
The terms of connections, ports and agents can be confusing.
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•

Number of agents are simply limited by the SiteManager model and could be like
5 Agent and therefore no more than 5 LogTunnel Masters can be created.

•

The number of ports is the number of ports that can be configured on each of the
agents. If using SiteManager Hardware there is no limit on the number of ports, it
can be all ports (65535) or a specified number of ports like 80, 443 and 5001.
On a SiteManager Embedded the number of configured ports is limited to 16. If
more ports are configured it will automatically limited to 16. See also chapter
SiteManager vs SiteManager Embedded.

•

Number of Concurrent Connection are the number of connections or sessions
ONE agent is set to handle at the same time. Any Agent like the LogTunnel Master agent is set to 20 concurrent connections and will reject the number 21 connection until another connection is closed/released.
The number of needed connections is depending on the software. Browsing a
web site might take up several connections. Normally a logging system only use
one connection for each alert or data transfer.
Need for more connections; 2 agents can have 2 x 20 = 40 concurrent connection or remote devices transmitting data at the same time. The connections cannot be shared between agents. Releasing one connection from Agent#1 will not
allow Agent#2 to have 21 connections.
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Notices
Publication and copyright
© Copyright Secomea A/S 2018. All rights reserved. You may download and print a copy
for your own use. As a high-level administrator, you may use whatever you like from contents of this document to create your own instructions for deploying our products. Otherwise, no part of this document may be copied or reproduced in any way, without the written
consent of Secomea A/S. We would appreciate getting a copy of the material you produce
in order to make our own material better and – if you give us permission – to inspire other
users.

Trademarks
SiteManager™, LinkManager™ and GateManager™ are trademarks of Secomea A/S.
Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Disclaimer
Secomea A/S reserves the right to make changes to this publication and to the products
described herein without notice. The publication of this document does not represent a
commitment on the part of Secomea A/S. Considerable effort has been made to ensure
that this publication is free of inaccuracies and omissions, but we cannot guarantee that
there are none.
The following paragraph does not apply to any country or state where such provisions are
inconsistent with local law:
SECOMEA A/S PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE
SECOMEA A/S SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR OTHER DAMAGE ALLEGED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FURNISHING OR USE OF THIS INFORMATION.
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